Independently better
Established in 2008, Humidity Solutions, the UK’s independent specialist in
humidity control, is celebrating its tenth anniversary.
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Finding a humidity solution
Humidity Solutions set out to do what it does best – solve a problem.
When the humidity control system at a large digital print company was coming to the end of its life, a new start
was needed.
Since the original installation the press hall had become full of equipment and stock, so it was difﬁcult – if not impractical –
to reach and maintain the ceiling suspending humidiﬁer nozzle heads. At eight metres up, the scissor lifts were required but
could not be manoeuvred through the presses and ﬁnishing equipment.
With a large humidiﬁcation load of 600 kg per hour generated by the Airtec Hydrosens control panel, the ceiling mounted
heads offer an attractive amount of moisture per head and would normally be the solution – but what about the access? Wall
mounted humidifier heads offer half the duty per unit but they could be positioned around the perimeter of the press
hall at 4.5 metres from the ﬂoor so access was practical for both installation and future maintenance. With air recirculation
generated by the heating system the moisture would be evenly distributed throughout the space, even without vapour
pressure creating equilibrium across the press hall.
The system has been divided into five zones across the 100 x 70 metre space using HydroOne single nozzle heads below
the mezzanine floor area and the 54 Hydrotrio heads evenly divided between the other four zones ensuring 50% relative
humidity is maintained across the large area even with different loads being generated: for instance close to the despatch
doors compared to the relatively still air in the finishing area.
The client works over six large digital presses, so to stop production whilst the installation took place was not possible.
The perimeter design installation was completed from start to ﬁnish in under two weeks, with the humidity control only being
lost for four days. The Humidity Solutions Installation team of eight engineers planned the method statement with the site
facilities team to minimise disruption.
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The secure site is straightforward and intuitive, with easy navigation and quick access to purchase history and repeat orders.
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The Humidity Solutions team – whose focus is on customer care and quality of equipment for all humidity control needs no
matter what technology you are using and no matter what sector you are in.
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